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Abstract 
Many have argued that with the introduction of Information Technology 
(IT) and the attendant globalization, the secretarial position will be 
dispensed with. In the light of the above, this paper takes a look at the 
concept of IT and globalization and how they have impacted on the 
secretarial profession. Some factors, which militate against the functionality 
of secretarial training such as lack of equipment and poor funding, were 
discussed. The paper holds the view that variety of interesting and 
challenging career opportunities are open to secretaries who demonstrate a 
combination of sound business knowledge, secretarial and IT skills. 

Introduction 
The above quotation from Longfellow cited in Stallard and Terry (1984) is apt in describing 

what is happening in secretarial profession. The rate at which the office environment is changing is 
described as revolutionary by many observers. It is important to realize that this change has affected 
the secretarial roles and the performance of office tasks. Even more striking are the changes that are 
now taking place. 

Stallard and Terry (1984) recount that prior to the invention of the typewriter and its 
subsequent introduction and use in business offices as a production tool, written messages were 
produced by longhand. After the invention of the typewriter in the 1870s, business executives 
gradually introduced it for office use as a tool of productivity. In the 1960s, word processing was 
introduced into the office, and the role of the secretary began to change. 

The offices and the ways of doing business today are quite different from those of the past, A 
1980s trained secretary who has not undergone a retraining will not be fit for today's office. Many 
people who do not realize the scope of the secretary's responsibilities have argued that with the 
increased use of automation in the business office, the position of secretary will vanish. It is in the 
light of the above that this paper, discusses the functionality of secretarial training in the era of IT and 
globalization. 

Information Technology (IT) 
Different authors have defined information Technology. The Webster New Basic Dictionary 

(1997) defines IT as the technology of production, storage, and communication of information using 
computers and microelectronics. Similarly, Gaynor and Ian (1989) explain that IT includes the use of 
three technologies: computing, microelectronics and telecommunications and how these technologies 
are used to collect, store, process and distribute any form of information by electronic means. Also 
Columbia (1987) says it is the acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination of vocal, pictorial, 
textual and numeric information by a micro-electronic based combination of computing and 
telecommunication. 

The three definitions have similarities, that is, the use of office equipment in gathering, 
processing and disseminating information. These equipment include computer/word processor, 
electronic typewriter, telephone, photocopier, fax, satellite, internet, printers, etc. The word IT is 
often associated with office automation, office technology and commutation technology. It has  
tremendously affected the nature and scope of secretarial work and it is only an 'IT Compliant 1 

secretary that is good enough for today's office. 

 

 

 



Globalization 
One of the commonly used terminologies in contemporary discourse is globalization. Okunna (2002) 

defines globalization as an attempt at one community. The concept presupposes the attainment of a world 
community that is committed to the pursuit of common goals, ideologies, objectives and fight common 
problems. This concept arises as a result of the dynamic changes occurring in international 
communication environment especially in the area of IT. In other words, globalization is made possible 
through IT. In attestation to this, Abifarin (2003) explains: 

Today, the continuous development in communication technology has brought 
about the evolution of IT which is fast growing and continuously affecting every 
aspect of human endeavour, be it educational, economical, political, social and the 
religious aspect of the man. IT in the recent time has turned the world into a 
global village (p.l). 

For the secretary to be part of this globalization, he/she has to acquire the necessary IT skills. In 
addition to the equipment mentioned earlier, a secretary has to be conversant with video conferencing 
facilities such as video camera, microphone, headphone and Internet. 

 
Challenges of IT and Globalization to the Secretary 

The National Secretarial Association in Anderson, Russon and Grane (1976) defines a secretary 
as an executive assistant who possesses a mastery of office skills, who demonstrates the ability to assume 
responsibility without direct supervision, who exercises initiative and judgement, and who makes decision 
within the scope of assigned authority. Sometimes, a secretary is defined from the perspective of the 
duties/functions of a secretary. This was the approach adopted by the Oxford Advanced Learner's 
Dictionary of Current English. It defines a secretary as "an employer in an office who deals with 
correspondence, keeps records, makes arrangements and appointments for a particular member of staff' 

The duties of a secretary fall into two major categories, namely typing and non-typing activities 
(Popham, Tilton, Jackson, and Hanna, 1983). Typing activities include correspondence, reports, business 
forms, machine transcription and files while non-typing activities include handling mail, scheduling 
appointment, making a diary, making and receiving telephone calls assembling and disseminating 
information etc. The performance of those activities requires training and possession of specific skills. 

The ways and manner some of those activities were carried out some years ago are not the same 
ways and manner they are carried out today. The introduction of IT in businesses has brought with it 
different and better ways of doing things. With IT, a secretary does not need to:  

(i)   Leave his/her table before making hotel arrangement. Hotels' tariffs can be obtained through 
the websites and booking can be made using any of the following areas: telephone, E-mail, 
Fax etc.  

(ii) Travel out of station before obtaining vital information.   Information can be obtained from 
any source right inside the office with the aid of IT.  

(iii) Solicit the services of courier companies before sending or receiving bulky documents.  This  
can be done right inside the office with the use of Fax.  

(iv)Use file cabinets and shelves in storing files.  Files can be stored in computer hard disk and  
diskettes. 

(v) Cut stencil or use carbon papers in order to produce several copies of a document.    A 
document can be typed on the computer and several copies printed with a single command. 

It is a fallacy to say that IT will replace the secretary. Someone has to operate those machines. 
The secretary will use IT in obtaining, processing, storing, retrieving, producing and disseminating 
information. It will aid the secretary in making contacts, booking appointment, recording and preparing 
minutes of meetings and so on. 

The above developments pose a lot of challenges to the secretary. He/she has to, in the first place, 
acquire the skills in the use of those equipment and continually, through retraining, update his/her 
knowledge on the availability and use of these equipment. As a corollary for this, the profile of a secretary 
has risen tremendously in the recent past. A secretary is seen as a member of the management, team. 



Consequently, he/she spends most of the working day on tasks requiring initiative, increased 
responsibility and a thorough understanding of the entire organization. This calls for a higher academic 
qualification for the secretary. A secretary who is unable to meet up with these challenges faces the risk of 
being displaced. 

Functional Secretarial Training 
The word functional means to be in action or fulfill the duty or purpose. It has the meaning of practical 

use and relevance. Functional education is an education process that is relevant and fulfils the needs of the 
society in which it is practised. According to Aliyu (2000), functional education places much emphasis on 
practical application of acquired knowledge, skills and competencies for the upliftment of the individual 
standard of living and the society at large. The relevance and functionality of any education process is 
time determined because whenever societies are faced with new problems or challenges they always have 
recourse to their education system for solutions. 

Functionality of a secretarial training in the context of its application in this paper refers to the 
utilization significance of secretarial education with regard to the needs of the society. IT has affected the 
functionality of a secretary in so many ways. It was mentioned earlier in this paper that a 1980s-trained 
secretary needs a retraining in order to fit into today's office. The secretarial profession uses three means to 
accomplish its functions in the office. These include: 

fa) Office system: typewriters, photocopiers, word processors, printers, etc. 
(b) Communication system: Setter, telegraph, telephone, fax, telex, satellite and Internet. 
(c) Information system: adding machines, computers, and Internet. 

Consequent upon the above, three critical training courses are required for training an effective 
secretary in the contemporary business environment that is characterized by changes in science and 
technology as well as keen competition. These are: 

(a) The   traditional   courses   namely   typewriting,   shorthand,   secretarial   duties   and   
other 
management; 

(b) Computer literacy and application and other office equipment; and 
(c) Public relation courses. 

Factors Militating Against the Functionality of Secretarial Training 
The factors militating against the functionality of secretarial training are legion but suffice it to 

mention just a few.  
(a) Lack of equipment and facilities 

Training institutions should be an extension of the working environment in the sense that 
equipment and facilities found in a working place should be used in the training of 
secretaries. Unfortunately, secretarial training institutions lack IT equipment and 
facilities like computer, fax, Internet and others. Where some of these equipment and 
facilities are available, they are grossly inadequate. 

(b) Poor funding 
Secretarial programme is an expensive one and inadequacy and lack of equipment and facilities 

have been attributed to poor funding. 

(c) Lack/inadequacy of qualified personnel 
Some of the secretarial trainers are products of 1990s and 80s who have not under gone retraining 

programmes on how to operate some of the IT equipment. Few institutions that have some of these 
equipment and facilities do not have qualified personnel to handle them. As a result, computer courses 
are taught at superficial levels. 

(d) Inadequate power supply 
To describe the power situation in Nigeria today as inadequate is an understatement. It would have 

been more appropriate to say there is no power supply. Power outage hinders the operation of computers, 



Internet, fax, satellite etc. The cost of running a generating set is very high and not many institutions can afford 
it. 

Recommendations 
The following are recommended for the problem enumerated above: 

(a) Institutions, subject to availability of fund, should equip their laboratories and workshops  
with the latest IT equipment.   When these are made available, trainers should de-emphasize 
theoretically based instructions.   Computer applications such as Microsoft word, Publisher,  
Corel draw and Excel should be emphasized. 

(b) The government should as a matter of urgency, address the issue of poor funding. 
(c) Functional literacy in computer and other IT equipment should be made compulsory for all 

lecturers and instructors in secretarial department.  This calls for retraining programmes such 
as workshops and short courses.   Authorities could liaise with IT vendors and manufacturers 
for assistance in this regard. 

(d) Something drastic should be done to improve power generation and distribution in Nigeria.  
In this regard, the energy sector should be liberalized without necessarily privatizing NEPA. 
Just like in the case of telecommunication, others could come in to compete with NEPA. 

(e) Training institutions should show readiness to embrace innovations and current trends in IT.  
(f) Entrepreneurship education should be given a more practical approach in order to enhance the 

self-reliance of secretarial professionals. 

Conclusion 
The typical office environment has undergone a metamorphosis in recent years. The computer, word 
processor, fax, digital telephone etc are now standard equipment in today's office not merely projections for 
the office of the future. These developments have drastically affected secretarial profession. As 
technology continues to change office procedures, secretarial training institutions must prepare their 
students to adopt by providing them with skills required in this era of IT and globalization. 
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